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Introduction and Summary
The Digital Media Association (“DiMA”) files these comments to urge the Commission,
as it considers how to respond to the continuing development of the media market, to proceed
with care and caution. The current over the top (“OTT”) market is vibrant and growing, and the
Commission should move carefully to avoid unintended consequences that could stunt the
growth of this developing field. Accordingly, any changes to the definition of multi-video
programming distributor (“MVPD”) should be mindful of the potential for unintended
consequences and thus be narrowly tailored to a well-defined class of online video programming
distributors (“OVDs”). In short, the Commission should follow a “light touch” regulatory
approach to ensure that OTT providers can continue to offer the same innovative and highquality services they have produced thus far.
DiMA comes to this debate as the representative of the digital media industry:
webcasters, online media, digital services, and technology innovators. DiMA’s member
companies offer products and services that have revolutionized consumer media and

democratized access to media and information by attracting millions of viewing hours online to
the new and repurposed content that is now available when consumers want to watch it. The
innovative products and services that DiMA member companies bring to market have changed—
and will continue to change—commerce and daily life, as well as how Americans obtain and
enjoy news, entertainment, and sports.1 As a result of the tremendous innovation of DiMA
members, consumers are able to enjoy a wide variety of content on a growing number of devices,
both at home, and on the go. DiMA believes this vital perspective should inform the
Commission’s next steps in the rapidly changing and still evolving online video space.
I.

The OTT Market Is Vibrant and Growing
The marketplace for online video content has undergone a revolution over the last several

years. Services such as Amazon Instant Video, Apple TV, Sony, and Xbox Video, have
transformed the way the public consumes video content, enabling consumers to watch video
almost anywhere, at any time, on a variety of devices. To respond to the changing tastes of
consumers who increasingly are opting to consume video content online in addition to through
traditional broadcast, cable, or satellite platforms, OTT providers have developed, and now offer
to consumers, both new platforms and new content.2 Leading OTT providers today offer
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millions of movies and television shows to be streamed or downloaded instantly, and have
attracted millions of subscribers. For instance, Amazon.com offers over 40,000 titles on its
Amazon Instant Video service, and Apple TV users can access the 85,000 movies and 300,000
TV shows available on iTunes.3
Not only has the OTT market generated an offering of remarkable quantity to millions of
consumers, the limited content it has produced, has included programming of exceptional
quality. OTT programming was recognized with television’s highest awards at the recent
Golden Globe® ceremony. Specifically, Amazon’s original series Transparent won awards for
Best TV Series, Musical or Comedy and Best Actor in a TV Series, Musical or Comedy, for star
Jeffrey Tambor.4 Kevin Spacey won Best Actor in a TV Series, Drama for the Netflix original
series House of Cards, 5 while Robin Wright won last year’s award for Best Actress in a TV
Series, Drama for the same show6. Last year, Netflix original productions also won seven
Creative Arts Emmys.7
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Throughout this success, the OTT market has continued to grow and diversify. Early this
year, DISH announced the launch of its Sling TV Service.8 Sling TV will offer live and ondemand Internet-based access to a variety of cable television channels at approximately a fifth of
the cost of an average cable or satellite subscription.9 Recent announcements by HBO and CBS
further illustrate the innovation and profound changes taking place online. Last October, HBO
announced that it plans to begin offering a stand-alone, over-the-top service for its programming
that would be accessible without a cable or satellite subscription.10 The next day, CBS
announced the launch of its “All Access” service, which offers users access to thousands of
episodes of classic television programs from the CBS library as well as new and past episodes
from the network’s current shows.11 And more innovation is underway as Sony is preparing its
own online content package of traditional cable channels.12 It bears emphasis that these new
services, which are radically transforming online viewing habits, all have grown in response to
evolving consumer demands and without government intervention or assistance.
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II.

In Light of These Trends, DiMA’s Leading OTT Content Providers Urge the FCC
to Move with Caution to Avoid Any Unintended Consequences
This tremendous investment by online companies to acquire distribution rights to current

content and to produce original content all has taken place in the present regulatory landscape,
which has entailed virtually no government involvement. The flourishing field of online video
delivery demonstrates that companies are experimenting with various business models and
already making available to consumers a variety of offerings: recent TV shows, older TV shows,
recent movies, older movies, foreign movies and foreign TV shows, and original content. The
OTT space has attracted investment and innovation from every leading content provider in the
country; these companies are investing millions of dollars in content and technology to develop
new online video content offerings. For instance, in the third quarter of 2014 alone, Amazon
invested $100 million into developing original content.13
DiMA’s concern is that the rules proposed by the Commission possibly could stifle
ongoing experimentation. Excessive or ill-advised regulation at this point could deter continued
investment. The tremendous developments in OTT services have emerged in an environment
that permits innovators to be flexible and unencumbered. Changing this environment with the
addition of regulation could alter the foundation that has supported these developments and that
has encouraged investment for continued growth. The Commission’s good intentions could thus
end up back-firing, reducing resources and opportunities for these innovators rather than
expanding them. To avoid these unintended consequences, the Commission should proceed with
caution when deciding whether and how to impose regulatory obligations on OTT providers.
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III.

At a Minimum, Changes to the MVPD Definition Should be Modest and Narrowly
Tailored to a Well-Defined Class of OVDs
If the Commission does ultimately decide to act in this area, the resulting changes to the

MVPD definition should be limited and narrowly tailored to a well-defined class of OVDs. To
this end, DiMA appreciates the fact that the current proposed rulemaking rejects a “one size fits
all” approach and instead draws important distinctions between Internet-based distributors that
make available for purchase, by subscribers or customers, multiple continuous linear streams of
video programming (“Internet-based MVPDs”) on the one hand, and other Internet-based
providers of video content (e.g., subscription on-demand, transactional on-demand, ad-based
linear and on-demand, or transactional linear content) on the other.14 Even if the Commission
decides to subject the former group to some type of regulation, DiMA members strongly believe
the latter group should not be subjected to regulation.
Moreover, to the extent the Commission seeks to offer more types of OVDs the
opportunity to receive the benefits of MVPD status, it is important that the Commission uses a
flexible approach that leaves the decision of whether to receive those benefits—and be subject to
the attendant responsibilities—to the OVDs themselves. As the Commission noted in the
NPRM, MVPD status comes with both regulatory privileges and obligations: MVPDs may take
advantage of program access rules, but also have obligations relating to program carriage and
good faith negotiation with broadcasters for retransmission consent.15 However, it is doubtful
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that all OTT providers wish to distribute television broadcast stations or avail themselves of
program access or program carriage rules. If that is the case, any actions the Commission takes
in this proceeding should leave those OTT providers unaffected. In that way, the Commission
would “do no harm.”
The Commission tentatively concludes in the NPRM that “the statutory definition of
MVPD includes certain Internet-based distributors of video programming,” specifically
identifying “all entities that make available for purchase, by subscribers or customers, multiple
streams of video programming distributed at a prescheduled time.” The Commission should add
a criterion to this proposed definition: an OVD should qualify as an MVPD only if it also seeks
to take advantage of the FCC’s program access or retransmission consent rules. That is, the
statutory definition of MVPD should include those entities that make available for purchase, by
subscribers or customers, multiple continuous streams of video programming distributed at a
prescheduled time and which utilize the FCC’s regulatory framework to obtain linear cable
programming from a vertically-integrated cable or satellite programming vendor or linear
broadcast video programming from a television broadcaster.
This approach leaves the choice of how best to offer consumers innovative, high-quality
services where it belongs: with the OVDs and not with the FCC. Some OVDs may decide to
continue with the approach that has thus far served them well, while others may determine that
they can best serve consumers by benefiting from the Commission’s program access and
retransmission consent rules and fulfilling related responsibilities. The market will guide those

negotiation with broadcasters for retransmission consent, equal employment opportunity hiring,
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decisions, and for entities that want to avail themselves of the Commission’s rules, the door will
be open.
IV.

If the FCC Decides to Regulate Internet-based MVPDs Going Forward, It Should
Apply a “Light Touch”
As noted above, online video distribution is experiencing a period of tremendous growth

and innovation. The combination of rapidly evolving technology, high consumer demand for
online video, and low barriers to entry has created an environment in which many entrants, large
and small, have been able to thrive, bringing new viewing options to consumers as well as new
avenues for distribution to content producers.
While DiMA members appreciate the Commission’s intent to assist the development of
the growing OTT field, the value of MVPD status for a modern digital media platform has yet to
be determined. Subjecting newly covered Internet-based MVPDs to regulations adopted for
traditional, facilities-based MVPDs could adversely affect the growth of the entire industry. The
Commission should therefore proceed cautiously and refrain from imposing the many regulatory
MVPD obligations on OTT providers as they continue to experiment to meet the demands of a
quickly-evolving market. At most, the Commission should apply a “light touch” and only the
most relevant MVPD requirements to ensure that OVDs continue to have the flexibility and
resources necessary to offer novel and nimble approaches to the distribution of online content.
V.

Conclusion
Our present time has been heralded as the new “golden age of television.” As

demonstrated by recent Golden Globe® awards, however, all of the best “television” is no longer
only on traditional television at all, or distributed by any MVPD. In reality, the concept of
“television” is evolving to adapt to consumers’ changing tastes and needs. The Commission
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should be slow to interfere with this process, which has worked fairly well so far. Accordingly,
its actions in this space, if any, should be modest and should reflect considerable caution.

Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Gregory Alan Barnes
DIGITAL MEDIA ASSOCIATION
1050 17th Street, NW
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Washington, DC 20036
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